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Summary

This is a report on reference measurements to be used in HyCoRA.
The report contains reference measurements with H2 and with CO containing H2 for validating
test methods and equipment. All test stations, materials and conditions are defined by the
WP1 partners.
Open anode measurements and measurements with anode gas recirculation are also
compared, by those partners that have equipment already available for that. The work of VTT
shows that the use of anode side recirculation has a clear effect on the contamination
dynamics. The other partners will continue developing their experimental set-ups so that the
same is possible in their work, too.
The description and testing of the equipment consist following parts. The detailed description
on the test station, on which the test program will be performed, is reported. The capabilities
(gases, flow rates, power, current, voltage, response time) of the test station are reported.
The modification of the machine to reach the real FCEV application conditions (integration of
recirculation loop, use of converter, addition of gas analyser at the exhaust) is reported.
Description of cells, stacks is given as well as purity and verification method for hydrogen, air
and water used in humidifiers. Special attention is focused on the level of CO and CO2 in
hydrogen and O2 in hydrogen humidifier, if applied.
Confidentiality

Public
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1. Equipment, consumables and test procedures at VTT
1.1

Description of the test bench and gas analysis

1.1.1

System test bench for 1-2 kW stack measurements

VTT has currently (September 2014) two system test benches operational. The larger is for
for up to 10 kW stack measurements and documented mostly in Kaj Nikiforow’s Master’s
Thesis1. This test bench is back-up test bench and will only be used if the other test bench in
unavailable for a longer time.
The smaller and newer system test bench for power range 1-2 kW has been built for
HyCoRA project measurements. The design and selection of components allow slightly
pressurized operation (1.5 barg). The test bench is located next to a gas chromatograph,
allowing the analysis of recirculated gas or purge gas of the anode.
This test bench has been designed to operate a liquid-cooled stack in power range of 1-2 kW
and maximum number of 16 cells (limited by CVM module). The aim has been to keep the
system fairly compact in size, while still having all the typical characteristics of an automotive
system:
High fuel utilization (>99%) with anode recirculation and dead end operation
Low anode gas volume
Control routines similar to automotive system
These, combined with the impurity injection and possibility for gas sampling, makes the test
bench ideal for studying the impurity dynamics in automotive applications.
The test bench was also built around two trays that are compatible with an in-house climate
chamber, which allows comprehensive low temperature testing.
The test bench consists of three main subsystems, which are presented in Figure 1.1. Anode
subsystem is shown in orange, cathode subsystem in green and cooling subsystem in blue.
The impurity injection line is shown in red, while the gas sampling has been omitted from the
diagram. In addition to what is shown in the diagram, the test bench also includes a control
system, separate cabin for electrical components and an electric load.

Control and measurement capabilities
The system is controlled with a compactRIO controller that is programmable with the
LabVIEW environment. Operator uses the controller via GUI where components can be run
individually or the user can trigger more automated routines, e.g. for running up the whole
system.
The main controllable parameters are:
Air flow rate/humidity
H2 recirculation pump speed
Load value
Heating at gas inlets/outlets
Coolant temperature
Purge duty cycle
N2/Impurity flow rate
1

Kaj Nikiforow, Optimization of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell systems – Applied study of hydrogen
recirculation, Master’s thesis 2010
https://aaltodoc.aalto.fi/bitstream/handle/123456789/3335/urn100359.pdf?sequence=1
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Figure 1.1. Process diagram of the test bench.
The system constantly monitors:
Stack anode inlet and outlet temperature/humidity/H2 concentration/pressure
H2 flow rate to system
Recirculation rate (Indirectly via H2 concentration difference over stack)
Pressure regulator upstream H2 pressure
Stack cathode inlet and outlet temperature/humidity/pressure
Air flow rate to system
Air temperature/humidity at system inlet and outlet
Air blower outlet temperature
Coolant inlet and outlet temperature
Coolant flow rate
Cell voltages
Current drawn by load
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Currently, the anode side pressure is set manually from the pressure regulator adjustment
knob. The H2 supply valve is also manual as well as the three way valve used to choose the
impurity source for the MFC.
At the moment, the system control software is implemented with basic safety features, where
emergency shutdown is triggered when:
Cell voltages too low
Cell voltage deviation too large
Anode or cathode inlet pressure too high
Pressure difference over anode and cathode too high
Coolant flow too low
H2 level at the fume hood too close to lower explosion limit
The emergency shutdown closes H2 supply, disconnects the load and turns off all system
components. User needs to reset the state in order to attempt new startup.
The software has also been implemented with automatic startup and shutdown sequences.
When system is running, the cathode air flow can be calculated on basis of the drawn current
and set stoichiometry. Purge can be operated periodically, triggered by cell voltage limit or
deviation or based on the cumulative amount of current drawn.
Thanks to the versatility of the LabVIEW environment, the control system can be easily
implemented to perform automated load cycling and startup/shutdown cycles.

The fuel cell test bench instrumentation
This section describes the 1-2 kW in-house fuel cell test bench and lists the components, as
it is present moment. Most of the test bench description has been adopted from Kaj
Nikiforow’s Master’s Thesis, but some updates have been done.
1-2 kW in-house fuel cell test bench’s instrumentation is presented in Fig. 1.2. In following,
the subsystems and their components are described in detail.

Figure 1.2. Test bench assembled in a fume hood
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Hydrogen subsystem
Table 1.1. Component listing of hydrogen subsystem. Essential components in bold.
Component
High pressure
Manual H2 Valve
H2 throttle valve
Metal hydride
container
MFM (fast resp.)
MFM (slow resp.)
H2 supply valve
Supply p sensor
Pressure regulator
Low pressure
MFC Impurity
H2 circulation pump
Purge valve
Sensor blocks
H2 sensor
Diff. p sensor
Inlet p sensor
RH% & T sensor
T sensor
Heating elements
H2 safety
H2 safety sensor 1
H2 safety sensor 2

Manufacturer

Model

Price
(approx.)

Swagelok
Swagelok

SS-44S10MM
SS-6MG-MM

110 €
110 €

Hydrocell
Alicat Scientific
Bronkhorst
ASCO
SensorTechnics
Swagelok

MH-200
MS-250SLPM
F-111AC-70K-AAD-33-V
SC E238B003
CTE9010GY4
KLF1CJB417A20000

500 €
2120 €
1260 €
200 €
175 €
675 €

Bronkhorst
Rietschle-Thomas
Sirai

F-201CV-100-AAD-33-V
118ZC20/24-117
D132V20

1290 €
2600 €
100 €

AppliedSensor
Omega
SensorTechnics
Vaisala
Labfacility
Horst

HPS-100
PX2300-5DI
CTE9001GY4
HMT330
XE-3230-001
HST42

2x 710 €
480 €
175 €
2x 2150 €
2x 30 €
2x 80 €

Crowcon
NTM

Xgard type 5
SenseH2

300 €
400 €

The hydrogen is fed passively through a pressure regulator (Swagelok,
KLF1CJB417A20000) in order to reduce the pressure and control the pressure fluctuations
on the anode. The hydrogen feed rate is measured continuously using two mass flow meters
(Bronkhorst, EL-FLOW F-111AC and Alicat Scientific, MS-250SLPM), due to the different
characters of the two meters (slow but reliable vs. fast but drifting).
The unconsumed hydrogen leaving the stack is recirculated to the anode inlet using a
diaphragm pump (Rietschle-Thomas, 118ZC). Due to the hydrogen recirculation no hydrogen
humidification is needed. As a result of the closed hydrogen loop and the recirculation, inert
gas and impurities enrich in the hydrogen stream. To remove impurities, the purge valve
(Sirai, D132V20) is opened periodically for a short period of time or when the voltage of at
least one cell drops below a certain limit.
The effects of impurities or inert build-up can be investigated by feeding additional gas (N2,
CO, CO2 etc.) through a mass flow controller (Bronkhorst, F-201CV) into the anode loop.
The concentration of hydrogen in the anode loop is measured before and after stack with a
hydrogen sensor (Applied Sensor, HPS-100).
Other instrumentation includes pressure sensors that measure the H2 supply pressure
before the regulator (SensorTechnics, CTE9010GY4), pressure at anode inlet
(SensorTechnics, CTE9001GY4) and differential pressure over stack anode compartment
(Omega, PX2300-5DI). Humidity and temperature sensors (Vaisala, HMT330) are also
installed at stack inlet and outlet. Heating elements (Horst, HST42) are wrapped around the
sensor housings to prevent condensation. Thermocouples (Labfacility, XE-3230-001) are
used to monitor that the heating is sufficient to keep the sensors above gas dew point.
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For hydrogen safety purposes the system is also installed with two H2 sensors. First one is
fixed to the fume hood (Crowcon, Xgard type 5) while the other (NTM, SenseH2) can be
transported with the system. In case of a hydrogen leak, the H2 supply valve (ASCO, SC
E238B003) closes automatically.
To further improve the hydrogen safety of the system, H2 supply’s maximum flow is throttled
with a pinch valve (Swagelok, SS-6MG-MM). In case of a major leak at the high pressure
side, this decreases the amount of hydrogen released to the room. As the maximum flow is
limited, metal hydride container (Hydrocell, MH200) is used as a buffer to provide sufficient
flow while purge valve is opened.
Air subsystem
Table 1.2. Component listing of air subsystem. Essential components in bold.
Component
Air feed
Air filter
Blower
Humidifier
Total flow meter
Hum. bypass flow meter
Hum. bypass propo valve
Air inlet/outlet RH%/T
Back pressure controller
Sensor blocks
Diff. p sensor
p sensor
RH% & T sensor
T sensor
Heating elements

Manufacturer

Model

Price (approx.)

Freudenberg
AirSquared
PermaPure
TSI Incorporated
Honeywell
ASCO
Vaisala
Equilibar

FC F-0412-A
P16H30N3.25R
FC200-780-7MP
42350101
AWM720P1
SC E202A027V
HMP110
GS3 - SS316 GR

150 €
1300 €
880 €
300 €
100 €
405 €
2x 300€
1400 €

Omega
Sensor Technics
Vaisala
Labfacility
Horst

PX2300-5DI
CTE9001GY4
HMT330
XE-3230-001
HST42

480 €
175 €
2x 2150 €
2x 30 €
2x 80 €

The air is fed to the fuel cell stack using a blower (AirSquared, P16H30N3.25R). Before the
blower, the air is filtered (Freudenberg, FC F-0412-A) and its flow rate is measured (TSI
Incorporated, 42350101). The dry air entering the system flows through a membrane
humidifier (PermaPure, FC300-1660-10HP) where it is humidified by the moist air leaving the
stack.
For adjusting the humidity of the air entering the stack, the humidifier can be partially
bypassed. The amount of air bypassed is controlled with a proportional valve (ASCO, SC
E202A027V) and measured with another flow meter (Honeywell, AWM720P1).
The pressure on cathode side can be controlled with a back pressure controller (Equilibar,
GS3 - SS316 GR). This component has not yet been installed to the system.
As in the anode subsystem, cathode side has sensor blocks fitted to stack inlet and outlet
(although H2 sensors are not needed on cathode). For system level water balance
measurements, humidity and temperature (Vaisala, HMP110) are also monitored at air filter
inlet and humidifier outlet.
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Cooling subsystem
Table 1.3. Component listing of cooling subsystem. Essential components in bold.
Component
Manual metering valve
Flow propo valve
Heat exchanger
De-ionization filter
Coolant pump
Expansion tank
Flow meter
T sensor

Manufacturer
Swagelok
ASCO
SWEP
Spectrapure
Johnson Pump
Bürkert
Labfacility

Model
SS-1RS10MM
SC G203B002
BX8THx20/1P-SC-S
DI-MBHT-Q2.5x6L-21
CM30P7-1
8012
XE-3230-001

Price (approx.)
100 €
470 €
165 €
70 €
190 €
<50€
480 €
2x 30 €

Heat is removed from the fuel cell stack by recirculating de-ionized coolant water in a closed
loop between the stack and a liquid-liquid heat exchanger (SWEP, BX8THx20/1P-SC-S).
The stack temperature is automatically controlled by opening and closing the water supply to
the cold side of the heat exchanger. The coolant water in the closed loop is pumped
(Johnson Pump, CM30P7-1) at constant speed and its flow rate is measured (Bürkert, 8012).
A de-ionization filter (Spectrapure, DI-SAC-10) is used to remove impurities dissolved from
the coolant loop, mainly from the fuel cell stack. The maximum flow rate through the deionization filter is lower than commonly used flow rate of coolant, so a major part of the
coolant water is by-passed.
The amount of cool water fed to the heat exchanger can be controlled either manually
(Swagelok, SS-1RS10MM) or automatically with a proportional valve (ASCO, SC
G203B002). Stack inlet and outlet temperatures are measured with thermocouples
(Labfacility, XE-3230-001).
Sensor blocks (Temperature, humidity, pressure, H2 concentration)
As mentioned in the subsystems, sensor blocks are fitted for all stack inlets and outlets. The
block consists of a stainless steel pipe bend, and an assortment of fittings welded altogether.
In the anode subsystem, the pipe has fittings for H2 sensor (AppliedSensor, HPS-100),
pressure sensors (SensorTechnics, CTE9001GY4 and Omega, PX2300-5DI) as well as RH
& temperature probes (Vaisala, HMT330).
The cathode sensor block is made in the same way, but without the H2 sensor fittings. In the
cooling subsystem, only temperature of the coolant is measured.
Electrical components
The current drawn by the load (Chroma, 63203) is monitored by a current sensor (LEM,
DHAP S/25) connected to the cRIO control system. A relay (Tyco Electronics,
EV200AAANA) that is operated by the cRIO control system is installed between the stack
and load. This ensures that the fuel cell stack can be safely disconnected in case of a load
fault.
A PWM signal converter is used for converting the H2 sensor (AppliedSensor, HPS-100)
signal to voltage signal.
Other electrical components consist of various power supplies (PSUs) by Phoenix Contact.
One 20A 24VDC PSU is dedicated for the cathode blower. Second, 10A 24VDC PSU is for
all the other 24V components. In addition to 24V, some instruments also require 12V or 5V
PSU.
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Table 1.4. Component listing of electrical components. Essential components in bold.
Component
Electric load
Current sensor
Relay
PWM signal converter
24 VDC PSU 20 A
24 VDC PSU 10 A
12 VDC PSU
5 VDC PSU

Manufacturer
Chroma
LEM
Tyco Electronics
Axiomatic
Phoenix Contact
Phoenix Contact
Phoenix Contact
Phoenix Contact

Model
63203
DHAP S/25
EV200AAANA
AX13020X
QUINT-PS/1AC/24DC/20
QUINT-PS/1AC/24DC/10
MINI-PS-100-240AC/10-15DC/2
MINI-PS-100-240AC/ 5DC/3

Price (approx.)
9000 €
50 €
160 €
2x 325 €
395 €
240 €
140 €
135 €

Control and measurement system
National Instruments’ compactRIO with LabView program are used for control and
measurement system. The hardware consists of NI cRIO-9014 real-time controller with
FPGA chassis cRIO-9116 and following I/O modules:
MOD1 : NI 9206, 16-channel, 16-bit analog input module
MOD2 : NI 9203, 8-channel, ±20 mA, 16-bit analog input module
MOD3 : NI 9205 32-channel, ±10 V, 16-bit analog input module
MOD4 : NI 9205 32-channel, ±10 V, 16-bit analog input module (same as MOD3)
MOD5 : NI 9264 16-channel, ±10 V, 16-bit analog output module
MOD6 : NI 9481 4-channel digital output module
MOD7 : NI 9474 8-channel digital output module
MOD8 : NI 9213 16-channel thermocouple input module
The control system is powered with a NI PS-15 24 VDC PSU.
Table 1.5. Component listing of the control and measurement system. The essential
components are marked in bold.
Component
Real-time controller
8-slot chassis
24 VDC PSU
Modules
16CH CVM analog input
8CH ±20 mA analog input
32CH ±10 V analog input
32CH ±10 V analog input
16CH ±10 V analog output
4CH 24 V digital output
8CH 24 V digital output
16CH TC analog input

Manufacturer
National Instruments
National Instruments
National Instruments

Model
cRIO-9014
cRIO-9116
NI PS-15

Price
(approx.)
3050 €
3040 €
205 €

National Instruments
National Instruments
National Instruments
National Instruments
National Instruments
National Instruments
National Instruments
National Instruments

NI 9206
NI 9203
NI 9205
NI 9205
NI 9264
NI 9481
NI 9474
NI 9213

1130 €
485 €
790 €
790 €
885 €
200 €
270 €
980 €
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Piping, tubing and electrical wiring
In addition to all the actual system components, a lot of piping and tubing was necessary to
connect the individual components. On the high pressure side, 6 mm stainless steel tubing
was used with Swagelok connectors. On the low pressure side the tubing was done with 12
mm OD Teflon tubes and corresponding Swagelok fittings.
On cathode side, flexible 19 mm ID silicon tubing was used. POM or stainless steel hose
fittings were used with hose clamps.The closed loop of the cooling subsystem was
assembled with 16 mm ID silicon tubing, whereas the secondary side (tap water) was done
with 10 mm OD polyurethane tubing.
The system cabling was organized in cable ducts to keep the electrical cabling separate from
fluid piping. Shielded cables were used in instruments when necessary. Estimated cost for
overall tubing and cabling supplies is 2000 €.

Minimum system instrumentation
The 10 kW in-house test system as described in section above, have an approximate price of
52 500 €. In simplest form of a test system, only essential components of the system could
be purchased (components in bold in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5). This system’s cost would be
approximately be 31 000 €.
1.1.2

Greenlight G60 test station for single cell measurements with recirculation

This system is based around Greenlight G60 fuel cell test station (Greenlight
Innovation, Canada) with automated control and measurement of gas flow rates,
temperatures, dew points, pressures and electronic load. The system can be operated either
in H2 bleed mode where H2 feed is controlled by a mass flow controller or in H2 purge mode
where H2 feed rate is determined by the purge rate and duration in dead end mode.
The system has been installed with additional pressure, humidity and hydrogen
concentration sensors. The station is also capable of mixing impurities to the hydrogen feed
with the two low flow MFCs (0-10 nml/min and 0-50 nml/min). The system is also fitted with
Gamry FC350 Fuel Cell Impedance Analyzer.
Greenlight G60 FCATS SYSTEM at VTT
Rated for fuel cells on power range of 1 - 500 W. The system is designed for flow
range of 0.05 - 40 NLPM on both anode and cathode.
The system can be operated automatically with the HyAL scripting language. The
hydrogen safety systems are designed for long term unmaintained and safe operation (1200
hours test completed on Jan 2012).
In the current setup, there is an option provided to use the inlab gas chromatograph
to analyze CO and CO2 levels from fuel cell exhaust gas.
Basic Performance Test Capabilities:
Steady Test
I-V Characteristics Test
EIS Measurement
Fuel/Oxygen Gain Test
Gas Utilization Test
Temperature Effect Test
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Pressure Effect Test
Humidity Effect Test
Fuel Composition Test
Long-term Operation Test
On/off Cycling Test
Load Cycling Test
Impurity Influence Test
Dead End Operation
Technical specifications
Gas Supply Section
Each gas supply line includes shutoff valve, mass flow controller(s) and check valve.
Response time of MFCs is approx 1 sec (5 – 90 % of flow)
MFC control accuracy ± (0.8 % of Reading + 0.2 % of Full Scale)
NLPM defined at 0 °C and 101325 Pa
Table 1.6. Anode side mass flow controllers.
MFC
Flow range
H2
0.1 - 10 NLPM
N2
1 - 200 NMLPM
Special 1 (N2)
0.25 - 50 NMLPM
Special 2 (N2)
0.05 - 10 NMLPM

Turndown ratio
1:100
1:200
1:200
1:200

Table 1.7. Cathode side mass flow controllers.
MFC
Flow range
Turndown ratio
Air
0.2 - 20 NLPM
1:100
O2
0.2 - 20 NLPM
1:100
The Special gas MFCs 1 & 2 are connected to the anode gas line after the humidifier
to minimize any accumulation of contaminants to the humidifier. Operated with N2 diluted
impurities.
Humidification System
Hardware based on spray contact humidifier.
Baseline dewpoint control range from minimum of + 15 °C (ambient, standard
radiator) to maximum of 90 °C (depending on flow and pressure.
Accuracy is ± 2 °C throughout control range.
Control accuracy is ± 1 °C under steady state.
Humidification is controlled by dew point temperature, RH is displayed in the GUI.
Water temperature thermocouple measurement accuracy is ± 0.5 °C.
Typical response times for 20 °C change is 8 to 15 minutes.
Optional Humidifier Bypass: Allows humidification system to be bypassed and dry gas
to flow to the cells. Automatic control via HyWARE II™ and HyAL™. Expected output RH 5
% - 10 %.
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Gas Temperature Control
Gas temperature controlled by electrical heating tapes integrated on anode and
cathode gas feed piping.
Power: 150W @ 240V
Inlet gas temperature range from 40° C to 110° C.
Inlet gas temperature accuracy ± 2° C, will achieve ± 1° C under steady state
conditions.
Gas temperature thermocouple measurement accuracy ± 0.5° C.
Pressure control
Control Range: 5 - 150 kPag.
Control Accuracy: ± 2 kPa (steady state)
Minimum inlet pressure depends on stack restriction and maximum flow. Software
PID feedback control with operator access to tuning constants
Minimum System Pressure: 5 kPag at 10 NPM; 7 kPa at 20 NLPM (Without fuel cell)
Control PID Feedback: Automatic control on stack INLET pressure. Software may be
reconfigured to control stack outlet pressure.
Pressure Measurement
Inlet Pressure transmitter: 0-30psig/0-207kPag.
Differential Pressure transmitter: 0-200mBar (inlet to outlet).
Measurement Accuracy: 0.5 % of FS.
Optional Dead Ended Operation (Anode side only)
Allows fuel cell to be operated with closed anode exhaust. Fuel provided to cell on
demand by forward pressure regulator (5 - 150 kPag). MFC switches to MFM mode to
monitor fuel consumption. Operator configurable exhaust purge cycle duration and period.
Includes a H2 customized KNF N 86 AN.12 DCB pump for anode gas recirculation.
capacity 0 – 1 NLPM or the normal version with 0 – 5 NLPM capacity.
Fuel Cell Interface 5 - 150 kPag
Load cables, Stack voltage monitoring cable with EIS, additional 20 cell voltage
monitoring channels.
Endplate heater with 2 channels at 200 - 240 VAC, 2A max current each, software
controlled PID loop with thermocouple feedback.
Huber Huber CC-202C thermostatic liquid circulator- Temperature from ambient to 90
°C ± 0.1 °C
Pneumatic ram control for mechanical stress cycling. Includes manual 2-way valve,
regulator, gauge. Up to 7 bar. (Option to fit software controlled valve.)
12 Thermocouple channels with T-type thermocouples installed. Accuracy is ± 0.5 °C.
Two Vaisala HMP110 relative humidity sensors: 0 - 90 % RH ± 1.7 % RH 90 - 100 %
RH ± 2.5 % RH
Load Unit
Electronic load, air cooled TDI model RBL232-50-150-800.
Current 0 - 150 A, accuracy of 0 – 2 A ± 0.5 % FS, 2 – 20 A ± 0.25 % FS, 20 – 150 A
± 0.25 % FS
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Voltage 0.1 - 50 V, accuracy of 0.1 – 10 V ± 0.5 % FS, 10 – 20 V ± 0.25 % FS, 20 –
50 V ± 0.25 % FS
Slew rate adjustable from minimum zero to full scale in 10 ms, maximum zero to full
scale in 10 s
Load Box Modes: Constant current or voltage
Minimum Voltage for Maximum Current: 0 VDC at 150 A
Cell voltage monitoring
Cell Voltage Monitoring 20 Channels Included (10x2 channel modules)
CVM Voltage Range ± 2 VDC per channel, accuracy CVM ± 2 mV
Maximum Data Logging Rate 10 Hz
EIS
AC Spectroscopy Gamry AC Impedance FC350
Operating Frequency Range 10 Hz - 20 kHz
Typically limited to 2 kHz by load box capacity
Single channel EIS unit for use on one test station
Additional instrumentation
Automated 3-way valve for instantaneous start/stop of impurity mixing at cell inlet
Two humidity sensors: Vaisala HMP110. There will be replaced by Vaisala HMT317
model to enable operation over 80°C.
Two hydrogen concentration sensors: AppliedSensor HPS-100
Two auxiliary pressure sensosrs: Sensortechnics CTEM70350GY4
1.1.3

Medusa test station for single cell measurements with recirculation

As a back-up test station for HyCoRA project VTT has one a Medusa RD-890CR (Teledyne
Energy Systems Inc.) Fuel cell test station equipped with a Scribner Associates Inc. series
890 load.
Medusa RD-890CR is also equipped with a Scribner 892 Data Expansion Module, which
enables measurement of sensor signals and temperatures of the recirculation loop
components.
This test station much limited functionality compared to Greenlight G60 and would require an
upgrade. Therefore, in case Greenlight G60 is out of order, the primary alternative to repair
Greenlight G60 station.
1.1.4

Gas chromatograph (GC) description

The GC used in this set-up was an Agilent 6890N equipped with a methanizer and a
flame ionization detector (FID). The method used in this work was able to detect CO, CH4
and CO2. The oven temperature is set to 80 °C. Depending on the situation, the system can
use either one or two columns (Porapak N or Carboxen1000). Each analysis takes 5-12
minutes, depending on how the method is tuned. The analysis time can be minimized if not
all of the compounds need to be quantified. The GC sample loop size id 0.5 ml, which in a
closed analysis loop means that every time a sample is taken, 0.5 ml of sample gas is
exchanged to He used as a carrier gas in the GC.
The recorded chromatogram files are further analyzed with a Matlab® peak integration
routine. After baseline correction, the peak areas can be calculated by trapezoid integration
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algorithm. Alternatively the chromatogram signal can be directly fitted with the sum of
exponentially modified Gaussian peak function and the baseline function.
The gas blend used for daily calibrations contains 10.2 ± 0.2 mol-ppm of CO and 9.63
± 0.19 mol-ppm of CO2 balanced with He (AGA OY). Since there was no CH4 in the
calibration blend, only relative changes of CH4 peak areas could be measured. The next
calibration gas bottle that will be purchased during 2014 will be specified to include also
methane compound.

1.2

Test cell and material description

1.2.1

Test cell description

The cell hardware consisted of a 25 cm2 single cell (Fuel Cell Technologies Inc.) fitted
with custom graphite (ISEM-3) bipolar plates (88 mm length x 88 mm width x 20 mm thick)
with single channel serpentine flow fields (1 mm width x 1.5 mm depth, rib width 1 mm).
Freudenberg (35 FC - PO 100) 350 m thick polyolefin gaskets were used and the clamping
force was regulated with disc springs. Reactant gases are fed in counter-flow.

Figure 1.3. Schematic of the experimental set-up. BPR: back pressure regulator, CV: check
valve, D: dryer, DP: dew point measurement, F: flow controller, GC: gas chromatograph, H:
humidifier, H2C: hydrogen concentration measurement, MV: manual valve, P+HE: pump and
heating element, SV+CE: solenoid valve and cooling element, R: reservoir, T: temperature
measurement, V: ventilafor and WT: water trap.
Figure 1.3 shows a schematic of the experimental set-up. The anode exit gas is
mixed with dry hydrogen, before it enters the recirculation pump (KNF Neuberger AB
PM24927-86.12(AP.DCB-4)). In this way, the temperature of the gas entering the
recirculated pump can be reduced by 5-10° C.
To control the gas dew point in the anode recirculation loop, two separate heating
cables were installed around the piping, forming the two heating zones shown in Figure 1.3.
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Several thermocouples were installed around the system to monitor the most critical
locations. The heating zones were chosen so that condensation could take place only at the
point, in which condensed water is separated to water trap. This, in together with the
regulation of recirculation rate, enables control of the anode gas dew point. The cell had endplate-integrated heaters that were regulated according to thermocouples embedded in the
anode and cathode bipolar plates.
When recirculation of humid anode gas is used, recirculation rate can be measured
with the help of humidity or H2 concentration sensors placed at anode inlet and outlet [3]. In
contrast to when using conventional mass flow meters, condensation of water prior to
measurement is not necessary, thus humidity and contaminants will proceed to recirculation
unaffected.
In this set-up, anode gas dew points, temperatures, pressures and H2 concentrations
were measured with sensors (Vaisala HMP110, Sensortechnics CTEM70350GY4,
AppliedSensor HPS-100) as shown in Figure 1.3. The optimal sensor placement should be
chosen according to the needs of each set-up.
Anode exit gas was directed to the gas analysis loop. The sample gas was further
dried by a drier (Permapure MD-070-24S-4) with 100 ml/min of dry N2 passing on the shell
side. The flow rate of the gas analysis loop was regulated by the sampling pump (GD
Thomas 5002DV) and a rotameter (FLD-series, Omega). The sample gas from GC was
recirculated so that it was continuously mixed with anode exit gas, as illustrated in Figure 1.3.
As seen in Figure 1.3, there are a number of components in the analysis loop before
the sample enters the gas chromatograph (GC). As a consequence the gas sampling had a
time lag. Therefore, the GC response was far from ideal: the response had a constant delay
(finite flow rate) and a moving average component between subsequent samples (mixing
vessel).

Figure 1.4. Photo of the experimental set-up.
The set-up is illustrated in Figure 1.4. In this figure, there is not yet two separate heating
zones. Instead, the humidity of recirculated gas was regulated by changing the insulation at
the anode exit.
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1.2.2

Cell materials (MEA, GDL, Gasket)

The single cell (Fuel Cell Technologies Inc., USA) comprised a MEA (H series, Solvicore,
Germany) with 25 cm2 active area loaded with 0.05 mg Pt•cm-2 on the anode and with 0.4 mg
Pt•cm-2 on the cathode. The gas diffusion layers (Sigracet® SGL 24 BC, SGL technologies,
Germany) were 235 m thick. Teflon® gaskets with 150 m thickness were used. The
clamping pressure was regulated using disc springs (Belleville, UK).

1.3

Description of gases and water used

1.3.1

Hydrogen

For hydrogen, two different qualities can be used. The first one is Woikoski N25, an industrial
grade hydrogen that is (N25, 99.95% pure, O2 < 20 ppm, H2O < 20 ppm, CO2 < 20 ppm and
N2 < 500 ppm). According to in-house GC analysis done 26.5.2014 it contains 17 ± 8 ppb of
CO and 17 ± 1 ppm of CO2. Woikoski N25 is supplied as line gas to VTT labs.
Another option is to use higher purity AGA 5.0 bottles (99.999% pure). The specified impurity
limits are: H2O 3 ppm O2 2 ppm CnHm 0.5 ppm and N2 5 ppm. According to inhouse GC analysis done 28.5.2014 no CO was detected and CO2 level was1.9 ± 0.1 ppm.
The quality of both Woikoski N25 and AGA 5.0 hydrogen is different for each batch.
Therefore, for accurate measurements CO and CO2 levels of each hydrogen bottle should
be measured.
1.3.2

Air

The cathode was fed with humidified compressed air. Filtering system is Parker Balston
compressed air filter with module models and elements: 2104G-1B1-DX/100-18-DX and
2004G-0A0-000/CI100-21-000.

1.3.3

Water used in humidifiers

Water in the humidifiers is produced by Millipore Milli-DI system. This system is not removing
dissolved gases in the water. Most importantly, the water contains both oxygen and carbon
dioxide. The maximum oxygen level can be considered to be 15 mg/kg as this is the oxygen
level in the water leaving the water treatment plant of Helsinki Region Environmental
Services Authority (HSY).

1.3.4

Impurity source (CO, S, etc.)

In these initial measurements the CO was obtained from a 150 bar gas bottle (AGA OY,
Finland) with a nominal concentration of CO of 90.9 ppm balanced with N2. When the
maximum CO level to be studied is decided, then corresponding mixture CO and hydrogen is
purchased. This mixture is then diluted by high purity hydrogen to reach desired CO
concentration.
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1.4

Description of test protocols planned in HyCoRA project

At VTT the focus has been in the development and verification of the anode gas recirculation
system. In the development of the test procedures this has been taken into account.
In the measurements, catalyst cleaning procedure has been applied before the
measurements.
1.4.1

Procedure for degassing anode humidifier water

The degassing of the anode humidifier will be done by increasing the water temperature
close to the boiling point of water, while purging either nitrogen or hydrogen through the
humidifier.
This procedure has not been applied so far, as the currently applied humidity sensors
(Vaisala HMP110) cannot be used at temperatures over 80° C. When these sensors are
replaced by Vaisala HMT317 model to enable operation over 80°C, the degassing procedure
can be completed.
1.4.2

Anode catalyst cleaning procedure before the measurement

A procedure to clean the anode catalyst surface was applied between measurements. The
procedure was the same as in Perez, et al. (2014)2 and included three steps described in
detail in the publication.
1.4.3

Anode catalyst area estimation method

In this station there is no potentiostat. Therefore, the regular methods for determination of the
electrochemically active surface area (ESCA), such as hydrogen adsobtion/desorption and
CO stripping are not possible. However, as CO et the exit gas can be measured alternative
method is based on the measurement of hydrogen adsorption. This would require the
feeding of hydrogen on both sides on the cell, which has not been possible due to safety
reasons.

1.5

Results of reference measurements with CO as impurity

The reference measurements were done with different parameters.
Measurements with and without anode gas recirculation are compared.
Measurements with different fuel utilisations (95% and 98%) are compared.
Measurements with old and fresh MEA are compared.
Measurements with 1 ppm CO are compared with the results of the literature as well
as the results of HyQ project.
Poisoning times with different current densities are compared.
In all the poisoning measurements, the contaminant was added at t=20 min and voltage drop
of 50 mV was used as a criterion for complete poisoning. The problem of using fixed mV
criterion is that there can be relaxation of water balance, which also affects the cell voltage.

2

Luis C. Pérez, Pauli Koski, Jari Ihonen, José M. Sousa, Adélio Mendes, Journal of Power Sources,
Volume 258, 15 July 2014, Pages 122-128
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1.5.1

The effect of anode gas recirculation

One of the most important issues in hydrogen fuel contaminant research is the effect of
anode gas recirculation on the contamination dynamics.
As discussed in HyCoRA deliverable 1.1 there is clear evidence that for some contaminants
the recirculation may have a large effect. If this is true, then the measurements should be
done with the recirculation, as single pass (open anode) measurements may have either
longer or shorter poisoning times
The effect of anode gas recirculation was studied with the experimental parameters shown in
Table 1.8 and the results are shown in Figures 1.4 and 1.5.
Table 1.8. Experimental parameters for the single pass vs. recirculation measurements.

Figure 1.5 Comparison between anode single pass (open anode) and recirculation mode.
Contaminant added at t = 20 min.
The results show clearly that with these parameters contamination with single pass is about
50% faster. This may seem illogical, since the CO in the anode exit gas (see Figure 1.6) is
not added in the incoming hydrogen as in the recirculation mode.
However, in recirculation mode, the linear flow velocity of the anode gas is much faster.
Therefore, the CO is therefore distributed more evenly on the anode catalyst, which may
mitigate the effect of CO. In any case, the results here are only preliminary and need to be
studied further with other cells and stacks.
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Figure 1.6 Anode gas CO and CO2 concentration in single pass (open anode) mode.
Contaminant added at t = 20 min.

1.5.2

The effect of fuel utilisation

The effect of fuel utilisation on the contamination dynamics is another important topic of
research. If CO level in the recirculation loop exceed the CO level in the incoming fuel, then
reduction of fuel utilisation leads to dilution of CO concentration in the anode fuel entering the
cell.
The cell response to 1 ppm CO injection with two fuel utilization rate illustrated in Figure 1.7
and the parameters are given in Table 1.9.

Table 1.9. Experimental parameters for the fuel utilisation measurement.
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Figure 1.7 Comparison between fuel utilisation 95% and 98%. The CO injection was started
at t=20 min. The dew points and temperatures before and after the recirculation pump
(mixing point) for uf=98%.
It is clearly shown in the Figure 1.7 that increase in fuel utilisation from 95% to 98% has a
significant effect on the poisoning time. However, these results are measured for single set of
conditions and no general conclusions should be drawn. The behaviour can be different with
other currents, pressures and humidity levels.
The measured CO and CO2 levels in the anode exit are shown in Figure 1.8. It should,
however, be noticed that there is significant time lag in the gas analysis measurements,
compared to cell data, since the volume of the GC loop is about 20 ml and the flows out from
the cell are 3.3 and 6.7 ml/min for 98% and 95% fuel utilisations, respectively.

Figure 1.8 Anode gas CO and CO2 concentration in single pass (open anode) mode.
Contaminant added at t = 20 min.
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The system has been optimized in number of ways. One of the highly critical issues is to
avoid water entering or condensing in the recirculation loop. The Figure 1.6 shows the
consequences of water droplets entering the recirculation loop. This causes fluctuation in the
humidity levels. In later experiments, the recirculation rate was reduced slightly and water
separation at the anode exit improved. This solved the problem.
Despite of the fluctuation, the results in Figure 1.7 show how the hydrogen humidification by
anode gas recirculation is possible. In practice, anode inlet dew point could be regulated
between 60° C and 75 ° C, when the cell temperature in 80° C.
Preliminary results indicate also that increase of recirculation rate from high (uf=25% per
pass) to very high (uf=15% per pass) has no effect on the poisoning dynamics, as shown in
Figure 1.9.
More research with higher fuel utilisations per pass are needed to estimate the effect of the
hydrogen recirculation rate. With the pump used in these measurements uf=25% was the
minimum at the current density 0.6 Acm-2. This limited the possibility for having lower
recirculation rate this stage.

Figure 1.9 Comparison between two fuel utilisations per pass at total fuel utilisation of 98%.
The CO injection was started at t=20 min.
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1.5.3

The effect of MEA aging on the poisoning time

The MEA aging leads to reduction of catalyst surface area on the anode side. This should
have an effect on the poisoning time, as CO adsorption surface is reduced.
In the Table 1.10 are given the parameters for the measurements with new and aged MEA.
The results are shown in Figure 1.10.
The results show how the poisoning time is reduced by 50% with aged MEA. However, the
MEA aging affects also GDL water management, which can have an effect on the poisoning
time, as discussed later in this report.
A more detailed analysis would need the measurement of anode catalyst active area. This
was not possible with the experimental set-up used at this stage of the work.
Table 1.10. Experimental parameters for the MEA comparison measurement.

Figure 1.10 Comparison between two MEAs, old and new. The CO injection was started at
t=20 min.
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1.5.4

The poisoning times at different current densities

The poisoning time is known to be strongly dependent on the current density, as discussed in
HyCoRA project Deliverable 1.1. Poisoning time was studied with current range from 0.2 to
1.0 Acm-2.
In the Table 1.11 are given the parameters for the measurements and the results are shown
in Figure 1.11.
Table 1.11. Experimental parameters for the MEA comparison measurement.

Figure 1.11 Comparison between different current densities. The CO injection was started at
t=20 min.
The poisoning times with 1 ppm CO are significantly (3-10) times faster than those measured
in the literature of by VTT in the previous studies. At this point it is unclear if the difference is
due to operation mode (anode gas recirculation) of the anode or mainly or partly due to poor
GDL water management, as discussed in the next chapter.
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1.5.5

The polarization curve with the MEA/GDL combination

The used MEA and GDL are optimised for automotive use, in which the system is operated
pressurised and with low gas humidity. In the measurements of this report the conditions
were relatively humid and the cell was not pressurised. Consequently, the used MEA seems
to be very sensitive for flooding and the optimum operating range (temperature, humidity)
seems to be narrow.
The current system with recirculation was not optimised for measuring polarisation curves, as
there is not yet feedback control for the recirculation rate and anode gas humidity in the
recirculation loop.
The measure polarisation curve is shown in Figure 1.12 and the parameters are shown
graphically in the Figures 1.13 and 1.14.
The measurement shows clear mass transfer resistance at high current densities, even if the
dew point of the anode gas is only 60° C, as seen in the Figure 1.13.

Figure 1.12 Polarisation curve with the used MEA.

Figure 1.13 Gas humidities on the anode/cathode and cell temperature in the polarisation
curve measurement.
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In this measurement, the control of stoichiometry as well as anode pressure become
increasingly difficult, since the gas flows are only 1-2% of the full range. This is clearly seen
in Figure 1.14.

Figure 1.14 Anode and cathode stoichiometry and pressures in the polarisation curve
measurement.
1.5.6

The conclusions from reference measurements

The conclusions based of these results give feedback for the further planning of the
contaminant studies in Task 1.3 of HyCoRA project.
Measurements with CO
Catalyst loading 0.05-0.1 mgPtcm-2 seems to be a good platinum loading level. With
higher loadings the measurement times exceed the realistic operating times of FCEV
before any poisoning can be detected.
More measurements with recirculation system are needed with 0.2-1 ppm level. The
effects of recirculation rate and total fuel utilisation should be studied in more detail.
The cell temperature control for single cells is problematic in dynamic measurements.
It is quite clear that the temperature of an air cooled single cell cannot be kept in
control value. If single cell is used for dynamic measurements, liquid cooled cells are
needed.
Poisoning seems to depend on the GDL material. In flooding conditions the changes
in the current change lateral water balance in the cell, causing a large effect on cell
performance. Consequently, the poisoning may be completely different, if the
conditions (humidity, pressure) or GDL material are changed.
For the accurate control and measurement of the gas flows the used mass flow
meters should be in the optimally chose. This is true also for the back pressure
control.
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Configuration of the recirculation loop
It is show in our previous study3 that when recirculation is applied to a laboratory single cell
with single channel, bleed and purge operation modes give comparable results. In purge
mode the main problem is the control of the fuel utilization, while in bleed mode the active
control of back pressure seemed to be problematic. Both modes have their benefits, but it
seems that bleed mode is significantly easier to use, when constant current measurements
are performed as in this report.
In order for the laboratory-scale enrichment dynamics studies to be comparable with the
automotive type PEMFC systems, the anode gas volume should be in the range of 5 cm3 for
the 25 cm2 cell. This seems extremely difficult to achieve.
On the other hand, the control of the air cooled single cell temperature is very difficult in
dynamic measurements with large changes in current and heat production.
As a consequence, it is doubtful if 25 cm2 cell should be used at all for the dynamic
measurements. With large (> 50 cm2) liquid cooled single cell both problems could mitigated.
Therefore, dynamic measurements should be performed only with liquid cooled large single
cells and stacks.
In general, a recirculation should be system optimized for the purpose of the measurement
as it is very difficult to reach leak tight system and stable operation. The recirculation system
applier in this research should be improved to reduce the number of components and fittings
in order to reduce the amount of potential leakage sources.
The system applied in these measurements could be further simplified if the pump
temperature could be increased to 75 C. The complicated arrangement with gas mixing
before the pump has been chosen in these measurements, as the pump temperature could
be minimised.
Even though this double diaphragm recirculation pump is a special high temperature model
with an EPDM membrane, maximum continuous operation was still limited to 60° C,
according to pump supplier. To the best of our knowledge, no laboratory scale H2
recirculation pumps are available with any higher temperature tolerance.
Since condensation of water disturbs the operation of the diaphragm pump, the temperature
of the pump must be kept 5-10 °C higher than the dew point of the recirculated gas.
Therefore, pump operation at 80° C should not be possible. However, the pump has been
operated (in September 2014) about 200 hours at temperature 70-75° C without problems.
Therefore, simpler recirculation configuration by placing the pump in the recirculation loop
before the mixing point may be possible and studied in the next phase of the project.

3

Koski, P., Pérez, L.C., Ihonen, J., Comparing Anode Gas Recirculation with Hydrogen Purge and
Bleed in a Novel PEMFC Laboratory Test Cell Configuration (2015) Fuel Cells, . Article in Press.
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2. Equipment, consumables and test procedures at CEA
2.1

Description of test bench for single cell test

The test bench used for the HyCoRA project at CEA for single cell test is a Fuelcon station
(Evaluator-C 70553) made for testing single cell with a nominal size of 25 cm2.

Cooling/ heating subsystem
There is no cooling subsystem
The heating subsystem consists in heat pad. The temperature is controlled by thermocouples
installed in the graphite flow field plates.

Anode subsystem
The anode can be fed by pure H2 or with impurity containing H2. The impurity containing H2 is
generated in situs by mixing pure H2 (Hydrogene U from Air Liquide) with high concentration
of impurities containing H2 (1000 ppm CO/H2, no other impurity, from Air Products). After
humidification, the pipe are heated up to 90°C to avoid water condensation.
The anode side is equipped with a recirculation loop. The station can be operated using
either open end or dead end anode. For the last option, the fuel can be recirculated or not.
The anode pressure is controlled at the outlet.

Cathode subsystem
The cathode is supplied by Air. The m2) with stoichiometry of 2. The pressure is controlled at
the outlet.
The single cell test bench synoptic is given in the Figure 2.1

Figure 2.1: single test bench synoptic
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The table 2.1 gives the specifications of the different components of the test station.

Table 2.1: specification of test bench components.
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Figure 2.2: picture of the test bench with single cell
Test station for contamination with H2S study
The study of the impact of H2S onto the PEMFC performance, the poisoning kinetic and the
desorption kinetic will be made on a commercial station with reference Fuel Con evaluator C
70290 and internally called ‘Polimpac”.
The gas are humidified with a bubbler set up. There is no constant leakage of the contained
water into the bubbler. Therefore fresh water is only injected to compensate the water used
to humidify the gases.
The mixture of H2S containing H2 and pure H2 is made just at the entrance of the single cell.
The H2S containing H2 circulates into a specific sulfinert® pipe to avoid adsorption of the H2S
on the wall of the pipe. A manual valve allows to isolate the sulfinert® pipe from the main H2
pipe. This valve is located just at the junction between main pipe and sulfinert® pipe.
The anode side is connected to 6 gas lines which allows numerous combinations of
pollutants and study the impact of pollutants mixture. The “pure H2” line is controlled by a
mass flow controller from 50 to 500 ml/min while the “polluted H2 lines” are controlled by
mass flow controllers from 0.5 to 5 ml/min.
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The gas quality used for H2S study is :

cathode
Anode (pure H2)

supplyer
Air products
Air products

Reference
RT synth Air X50S TP
BIP plus X50S

Anode (H2S / H2)

Air products

Gas lixture X10A

Figure 2.3: picture of an FCT 25 cm2 plug on “Polimpac” station

Comments
O2 < 50 ppb
H2O < 20 ppb
CO + CO2 < 50 ppb
THC < 10 ppb
N2 < 200 ppb
H2S : 1 ppm
Different
concentration are
available to tune the
quantity of H2S in H2.
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Figure 2.4: Polimpac synoptic

2.2

Single cell reference test

The base line test has been performed following the sequence presented in Figure 2.3 and
using open anode mode. The test conditions are presented in Table 2.2.
The IV curves have been performed using FCTESqa recommendation using dynamic mode.
(http://iet.jrc.ec.europa.eu/fuel-cells/sites/fuelcells/files/files/documents/Polarisation_curve_TestProcedure.pdf).)
The core of the test is conducted at 1 A/cm2
Test have been performed using pure H2, 1ppm CO, 2 ppm CO and 5ppm CO. The
evolution of cell voltage at 1 A/cm2 is reported in figure 2.4. The use of 1 ppm of CO show
only very small impact, minus 6 mV @1 A/cm2 after 24 hours. The impact of 2 ppm CO is
higher, minus 30 mV @1 A/cm2 after 24 hours and very high with 5 ppm CO, minus 180 mV
@ 1A/cm2 after 24 hours. All that losses of performance are reversible when using pure H2.
The IV curves at BoT and EoT are similar for all test meaning that no irreversible loss of
performance occured. The IV curves are shown is figures
All tests have been performed with fresh MEA.
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Figure 2.5: test sequence for single cell
Table 2.2 : operating conditions for single cell test

Parameter (test input)
Cell temperature, Tcell
Fuel gas type / composition
Hydrogen stoichiometry, H2
Fuel gas inlet temperature, Tfuel, in
Fuel gas inlet dew point, Tfuel, dew (corresponding to
relative humidity at cell temperature RHfuel)
Fuel outlet pressure, pfuel, out
Oxidant gas type / composition
Air stoichiometry, air
Oxidant inlet temperature, Tox, in
Oxidant gas inlet dew point, Tox, dew (corresponding to
relative humidity at cell temperature RHox)
Oxidant outlet pressure, pox, out

Unit
°C
°C

Value / Range
80
H2
1.2
90

°C (%)

64 (50)

mbarg
°C

500
Air
2
90

°C (%)

64 (50)

mbarg

500
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Impact of CO on single cell (open anode)
1.2

cell voltage (V)

1
0.8
0.6
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Figure 2.6: evolution of the MEA performance when using CO containing H2. 1ppm CO
(bleu), 2 ppm CO (green), 5 ppm CO (red).
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Figure 2.7: IV curves of reference MEA at BoT (red) and End of Test (bleu) after ageing 24
hours under pure H2 @ 1A/cm2.
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Figure 2.8: IV curves of reference MEA at after ageing 24 hours @ 1A/cm2 under pure H2
(green), 1ppm CO (bleu), 2 ppm CO (red) and 5 ppm CO (black).

2.3

Description of the test station for stack testing

For stack testing, CEA uses self-standing station named EPICEA. It allows to operate a 64
cells stacks. The cathode is supply by natural air thanks to a compressor (100-600 mBar and
11-21 Nm3/h) and pass through a filter before entering the stack. The compressor limits the
utilisation of the stack up to 0.8 A/cm2 which correspond to 4.5 kW.

The humidity can be controlled from 25% to 100%
The anode is fed with pure or impurity containing H2. The flow is controlled by a Parker valve
The anode can be operated using a recirculation loop (prototype membrane pump).
The system is designed to work under dead end mode (Brucker valve). It can be operated
with or without recirculation of H2.
The humidity is measured thanks to Vaisala HMT310 hygrometer.
The PID scheme of the system is presented in the following figure 2.9.
The impact of the recirculation flow has been measure on the performance of the stack and
are represented on the figure 2.10. It is important to note that in these conditions, there is no
impact on performances. However, there is a clear impact on the relative humidity of H2.
The online measurement of RH on both sides (anode and cathode) is a real added value of
the system. Indeed, at system level the measurement of RH of both sides allows to
distinguish the impact of humidity from the one of CO on the performances.
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Figure 2.9: PID scheme of EPICEA
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A

B

C

Figure 2.10: evolution of the voltage of the stack (C) and the anode RH (B green) and
cathode RH (B bleu) depending on flow inside the H2 recirculation loop.
The system can be operated with CO containing H2. A test has been performed when
feeding the anode with 1ppm CO. The system was used unsing dead mode without
recirculation. The purge frequency was 1s/min. The stack was operated at 0.5 A/cm2.
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2.4

Gas Analyzer

CO and H2S are the molecules of interest that must be measured at ppm and sub-ppm level
in the project.. Conventional techniques like micro-gas chromatography with thermal
conductivity detector or FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared spectrometry) are not able to
measure such low concentrations. Furthermore, it was necessary to get a fast on-line
analyzer for the second application (recirculation loop). Then, CEA-LTB proposed to rent the
two following analyzers:
A mass spectrometry method called IMR-MS (Ion Molecule Reaction Mass Spectrometry)
which has already been used successfully at the CEA laboratory to measure traces of H2S
(1 to 10 µmol/mol) in pure H2 and to measure tar in biomass gasification which has a very
complex gas matrix.
An infrared spectrometry method called OFCEAS (Optical Feedback Cavity Enhanced
Absorption Spectroscopy) which has already been used successfully at the CEA to measure
traces of H2S in biomass gasification.
The two analyzers rented are very different. The first one is a mass spectrometer able to
measure low µmol/mol level of a very large range of species thanks to a mass scan. The
second one is an infrared equipment able to measure low µmol/mol level of several
predefined species. Both are on line methods with a very fast answer (<1s).
The IMR-MS (Ion Molecule Reaction Mass Spectrometry) technology is a soft ionization
(i.e. < 15eV) MS method avoiding the major drawback of conventional high ionization energy
(70 eV) MS method i.e. avoiding the fragmentation of molecules leading to complex mass
spectra and multiple overlapping intensities in complex gas mixtures. The soft ionization
energy is obtained by a primary ion source from one of the three following gas: Hg, Xe, Kr
(Hg 10.43 eV, Xe 12.12 eV, Kr 13.99 eV). The equipment is thereafter called “Airsense”
(photo 1). The two molecules of interest for the Hycora project are measured by Hg (H2S)
and Kr (CO) ion sources. It has been evaluated by the Hycora WP1 team that N2 and CO2
are also present in the H2 circuit of the PEMFC (anode). CO2 is measured with the Kr ion
source. N2 should not be measured because the N2 ionization energy (15.58 eV) is too high
for Kripton (13.99 eV). Then CO should not be interfered by N2 (same mass 28g). However
very bad results were obtained with CO measurements when using dilution with N2 instead of
H2. After contact with VF we learnt that kripton has a second ionisation state (long life
metastable state) at 16 eV able to ionize N2 and then to overlap CO measurement. The
“Airsense” has been tuned to avoid getting this unexpected energy. However, this setting
decreased the CO detection limit. It resulted that low µmol/mol range of CO (and CO2) could
not be obtained.

Figure 2.11 IMR-MS (Ion Molecule Reaction Mass Spectrometry) called “Airsense”
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The OFCEAS technology (Optical Feedback Cavity Enhanced Absorption
Spectroscopy) This is a laser spectroscopic technology based on absorption technique for
quantitative assessments of species in gas phase. The laser source is a continuous laser
source which provides to the system a high stability of the measurement. It is a low pressure
(100 mbar), long optical path (1 to 10 km) and short response time (less than a second)
technology allowing on line measurement with very low detection limits (nmol/mol) and very
few interfering when simultaneous analysis of several gases. These features make the
differences with traditional infrared spectroscopy like Fourier transform (FTIR). The drawback
of this method is that almost each molecule of interest needs to have its own laser. No
apparatus with the right laser was existing already before the one provided on time in
November 2014 for CO and H2S (Figure 2.12).

Figure 2.12: OFCEAS (Optical Feedback Cavity Enhanced Absorption Spectroscopy)
Sensitivity of the apparatus
These two analyzers were used by CEA Grenoble to measure the content of three mixtures
containing H2S or CO in pure hydrogen in the frame of the EURAMET 1220 hydrogen purity
for the WP2 of the Hycora project. Both are on line methods with a very fast answer (<1s).
IMR-MS failed to measure the content of the cylinders containing CO, but succeeded for the
cylinder containing H2S.
OFCEAS has successfully measured the content of the cylinders for both components.
Results are summarized in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3 EURAMET 1220 project results
Component

CO high value
CO low value
H2S

Analytical method

Result (µmol/mol)

Standard deviation
(% relative)

0.950
0.096
0.931
1.013

5%
5%
5.08 %
5.2 %

OFCEAS
OFCEAS
OFCEAS
IMR-MS

Reference test at system level with gas analysis.
The OFCEAS technology has been chosen to be plugged to the system in order to measure
on line the evolution of the CO. The gas analyser has been plug on the recirculation loop as
describe on figure 2.7. The sampling flow is 150 ml/min and to avoid deviation of the
measure because of the pressure drop during the purge of anode, a buffer chamber has
been installed between the H2 line and the analyser.
An example of the measurement of CO inside the recirculation loop is given in Figure 2.10.
On the graph, we can see the impact of the pressure drop during the purge of anode. The
system is feeding with 1ppm CO/H2.
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Figure 2.13: An example of the measurement of CO inside the recirculation loop od EPICEA
system at CEA.

2.5

MEA description

The MEA used for Single cell and stack test are the same but the area is different. The single
cell has an active area of 25 cm2. The stack is made of 64 cells of 220 cm2 each. The used
stack is not the last developed generation in order to facilitate release of results to
standardisation working group.
The anode catalyst is pure Pt and the loading is 0.2 mgPt/cm2.
The cathode loading is 0.4 mgPt/cm2.
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3. Equipment, consumables and test procedures at JRC
3.1

Description of the test bench and gas analysis

For reference measurements, the test hardware functionality was verified for the test bench
to which a MS (mass spectrometer) analyser was attached. In these test H2/CO gas was
used to validate the appropriateness of the measurements. Instrument calibration issues
were encountered to necessitate preventive equipment maintenance being undertaken.
The test bench (figure 3.1) used consists of the following characteristics:
Load capacity up to 400 A of current
Flow capacity of 10 & 50 NLPM (normal litres per minute) for anode/cathode
Fuel N2 dilution MFC (mass flow controller) for anode side
Four inlet lines on anode in total
Cathode side gas options: Air, O2, N2, H2
Optional gas sampling with MS (CO, CO2)
Integrated with Gamry REF3000 impedance measurement system

Fig. 3.1 JRC test bench with attached MS analyser

3.2

Test bench and gas analyser validation

In performing the tests it was noticed that, in general, the CO reading by the MS instrument
was very noisy at low ppm CO additions in the hydrogen gas, figure 3.2.

CO baseline

CO2 baseline

Fig. 3.2 Example of MS analyser measurement for different CO concentration in neat CO2/H2
gas
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However, MS analyzer calibration by measured IMR (ion molecule reaction) MS signal of CO
& CO2 against nominal gas concentration was carried out. As can be seen in figure … the
signal response is proportional to nominal concentration when measured with in-line (empty
– no MEA) FCT test cell hardware for dry H2 fuel gas, figure 3.3.

Fig. 3.3 MS analyser calibration: measured IMR-MS signal of CO & CO2 vs. nominal gas
concentration
Also, MS signal using different H2/N2 (dry) gas mixtures were recorded (figure 3.4) to
determine whether interferences occur for N2 and CO, figure .Apparently, at low N2
concentrations further calibrations are needed for the MS analyser used while CO2 signal
remains unaffected .

Fig. 3.4 MS signal interference for different H2/N2 (dry) GAS mixtures
Finally, tests in H2 / H2- 4 ppm CO with N2 – 0-10% addition were performed (figure 3.5)
where neat H2 was used as a baseline before N2 was added for up to 10% under control of
a mass flow controller followed by exchanging neat H2 with H2-4 ppm CO. using a gas
sampling capillary line, the CO signal was measured by IMR MS and N2 by the Quadruple
MS at amu 28.
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Fig. 3.5 N2 concentration vs. CO, N2 counts per second (CPS) for H2 / H2-4 ppm CO dilution
test with N2 – 0-1%
From these CO/N2 dilution tests it can be interfered that due to slopes multiplicity with N2
concentration, the region of interest for gas analysis is to be split into 3 sub-regions to obtain
linear measurement response for both, CO and N2 when performing actual impurity testing.
Further, the MS-IMR gas analyser was employed to verify whether hydrogen fuel
contaminant measurements are possible using the recirculation loop. For this purpose,
CO/CO2 at 1-2 ppm was added to hydrogen-nitrogen mixtures. Sampling of these mixtures
were directly from the flow with the cell by-passed; Fig. 3.6.
It is observed that the CO/CO2 readings are significantly affected by the presence of water in
the measured gas stream; in fact, the sensitivity of the instrument reading is reduced. The
effect caused by the presence of nitrogen being of same mass 28 (2 x 14) as CO (12 + 16)
can be compensated up to 5,000 ppm of nitrogen present in the measured hydrogen gas
stream.
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Figure 3.6: MS-IMR measurement of impurities (CO, CO2) in humidified hydrogen-nitrogen
gas mixture when deliberately diluted by 10%, 20% and 50% using 10 ppm CO

Furthermore, JRC tested the VTT designed setup with hydrogen fuel recirculation pump
(operated at constant speed through control voltage supply of 1.3 V) using a 100 cm2 MEA
mainly to determine in comparison to an anode open end configuration - termed single pass (Fig. 3.7) the effect on pressure in recirculation mode (hydrogen fuel) loop at anode inlet and
outlet of the cell upon performing linear sweep polarisation curve measurements at a rate of
3.5 A/min (Fig. 3.8) for three different fuel utilisation (stoichiometry) levels namely 95%
(1.05), 98% (1.02) and 100% (1.0); Figs. 3.9 and 3.10. The other operating conditions are
given in the below figures.
In summary, the test setup adapted from VTT’s design (see Sec. 1.4) but GC replaced by
MS analyser and using in part loaned VTT components used in combination with the test
bench existent at JRC can operate together to conduct the intended testing . Although the
cell was operated only at 60°C, we would not expect a different outcome when it is raised to
80°C in future tests to align to more realistic automotive conditions.
Actually, the instantaneous performance in terms of voltage output was improved in
recirculation mode compared to single pass operation (open anode configuration). A further
investigation to identify the root cause for this observation is not in the scope of this task.
Also, no significant differences are observed for the three different hydrogen fuel utilisation
levels and the anode inlet and outlet pressures follow almost in unison the same trend for all
three levels as well as in the test using single pass of the hydrogen fuel.
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Figure 3.7: Evolution of the cell voltage and of the anode inlet and outlet pressures in
response to a steady increase in current density from zero to 940 mA/cm2 with corresponding
increases in reactant (air and hydrogen) flows during a test of a large area MEA in single
pass configuration (anode open mode with hydrogen fuel humidified at room temperature)

Figure 3.8: Comparison of linear sweep polarisation curve measurements (instantaneous cell
voltage vs. steadily increasing current density) on a large area MEA in anode open mode
(single pass) at 2.0 stoichiometry of hydrogen fuel humidified at room temperature and in
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hydrogen fuel recirculation mode using a pump operated at constant speed for three different
utilisation (stoichiometry) levels (UF) namely 95% (1.05), 98% (1.02) and 100% (1.0).
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Figure 3.9: Evolution of the cell voltage and of the anode inlet and outlet pressures in
response to a steady increase in current density from zero to about 1.4 A/cm2 with
corresponding increases in reactant (air and hydrogen) flows during a test of a large area
MEA under hydrogen fuel recirculation at 95%, 98% and 100% utilisation (top, mid, bottom).
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Figure 3.10: Representation of the measurements under hydrogen fuel recirculation at these
three different utilisation (stoichiometry) levels (top; 95%, mid: 98% and bottom: 100%) as
polarisation curves including the corresponding anode inlet and outlet pressures of the cell
and fuel flow (from test bench mass flow controller).

Following these initial measurements, MS-IMR measurements of the anode outlet gas
stream of a 100 cm2 MEA operated on 1-2 ppm CO contaminated hydrogen fuel humidified
at room temperature in fuel recirculation mode at 60°C cell temperature and 0.25 A/cm2
current density; Fig. 3.11. The cell operating conditions are detailed in Table 3.1. The cell
was operated in these measurements at a constant load of 0.25 A/cm2 current density.
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Table 3.1: Cell test and operating conditions
Parameter (test input)

Unit

Value / Range

Cell temperature, Tcell

°C

60

Fuel gas type / composition

-

H2 -2 ppm CO

Hydrogen stoichiometry,

-

1.5, 1.05, 1.02-

°C

65

H2

Fuel gas inlet temperature, Tfuel, in

Fuel gas inlet dew point, Tfuel, dew (corresponding to
relative humidity at cell temperature RHfuel)

dry gas due to
bubbler by-pass

Fuel outlet pressure, pfuel, out

mbarg

0

Oxidant gas type / composition

-

Air

Air stoichiometry,

-

2.0

°C

65

Oxidant gas inlet dew point, Tox, dew (corresponding to
°C
relative humidity at cell temperature RHox)

40

Oxidant outlet pressure, pox, out

0

air

Oxidant inlet temperature, Tox, in

mbarg

In summary, the MS-IMR measurements performed over a period of two consecutive days
evidently enable at 2-10 seconds measurement duration to capture the dynamics of
(transient) cell operation at the anode outlet for the measurement of CO in hydrogen gas. No
noticeable voltage degradation was observed during the measurement.
The intake of oxygen causing some of the CO to readily convert to CO2 and the simultaneous
occurrence of nitrogen almost in unison with that species in the analysed gas stream could
be the result of several reasons but primarily due to a possible leak too small to be indeed
noticeable giving a minor less tightness issue in the test setup upstream of the MS analyser.
Other possibilities include minor residual oxygen in the hydrogen supplied, oxygen (and
nitrogen) crossover through the membrane from the cathode to the anode given a small
pressure difference and/or oxygen present in the feed water for hydrogen humidification. It
requires due attention in future measurements.
Despite the employment of a dryer between the cell anode outlet and the intake at the gas
analyser, residual water was detected in the analysed gas stream to cause a significant
interference with the CO reading in addition to that of nitrogen.
JRC considers investing into a dryer better capable of reducing the water content much
further in the gas stream to an acceptable level not to cause too great an interference with
the CO measurement to continue with such impurity measurements.
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Figure 3.11: MS-IMR measurements at the anode outlet of the cell operated in fuel
recirculation mode at 60°C temperature and at a current density of 0.25 A/cm2.
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4. Equipment, consumables and test procedures at Powercell
Sweden
4.1

Description of the test bench

The test bench used for the HyCoRA project at PC is a Greenlight G200 made for testing fuel
cell stacks in the power range 0.2-4 kW.

Cooling subsystem
The stack is cooled with deionized water with the flow range 1 to 14 l/min. The temperature
control range of the coolant is 15 to 90 °C. The pressure control range is 0-2 bar(g).

Anode subsystem
The total anode gas flow limit is 87 NLPM. The anode gases are hydrogen, nitrogen, air,
carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide. The gas flows are controlled dry with MFCs. The
gases are then humidified in a humidifier with the dew point control range 5-80 °C. The
anode inlet gas temperature can be controlled in the temperature range 40 to 90 °C and is
recommended to be maintained at least 5 °C above the dew point. The pressure control
range is 0-2 bar(g).

Cathode subsystem
The maximum cathode flow is 205 NLPM air. The cathode gas is, like the anode gases,
supplied dry with an MFC and is then humidified in a humidifier with a dew point temperature
range of 5 to 80 °C. The cathode inlet gas temperature can be controlled in the temperature
range 40 to 90 °C and is recommended to be maintained at least 5 °C above the dew point.
The pressure control range is 0-2 bar(g).

Electrical components
The load box is water cooled with a resistive load. The maximum load bank current is 1000 A
and the maximum voltage is 100 V. The minimum voltage for the maximum current (1000 A)
is 0.9 V. The power is 12 kW and the maximum measured stack voltage is 100 V.
The cell voltage is monitored with a maximum of 40 CVM channels. The CVM voltage range
is ±5 VDC per channel. The CVM accuracy is ±1 mV and the maximum data logging rate is
10 Hz.

4.2

Stack description

The cells in the S2 fuel cell stack consist of stamped stainless steel bipolar plates, GDLs and
MEAs with an active area of 195 cm2. The MEA has a catalyst loading of 0.05 mg/cm2 on the
anode side and typical state-of-the-art loading on the cathode. The CCM, GDL and MEA are
produced in roll-to-roll processes. The base material is a non-woven carbon fibre. The base
material is coated with a micro porous layer. The bipolar plates consist of two stamped plates
that are laser welded together, forming flow fields for coolant water in between. The bipolar
plates have channels for gas flows on each side with opposite flow directions. The cells are
clamped between end plates that fixed with tie rods. The force in the stack is evenly
distributed in the stack with springs and a force distribution plate.

4.3

Description of gases and water used

The hydrogen used has a purity of 99.9 % with the following contaminants allowed: nitrogen
300 ppm, water 25 ppm, oxygen 10 ppm and THC 5 ppm. The cathode gas is filtered
air. The coolant water is deionized water with a conductivity of 7 µS/cm.
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4.4

Description of test protocols planned in HyCoRA project

4.4.1 Polarization curves
The polarization curves are made from 1000 to 0 mA/cm2. The anode stoichiometry is 1.5
and the cathode stoichiometry is 2. The pressures are held as follows: anode 0.15 bar(g),
cathode 0.25 bar(g) and coolant 0.5 bar(g). The inlet gas temperatures and coolant
temperature are held at the same temperature and the dew points are held 5 degrees lower
to avoid condensation in the stack. Before a polarization curve is made, a preconditioning is
performed to have the same starting point for each polarization curve.

4.4.2 Stoichiometry sweeps
The stoichiometry sweeps are made separately for the anode and cathode. The anode
stoichiometry is swept from 2 and is decreased in steps of 0.1 every 10 minutes. In the
meanwhile, the cathode stoichiometry is held at 3. The test is aborted when a cell voltage
falls below 0.3 V. The current density is held at either 700 mA/cm2 or 200 mA/cm2. The inlet
gas temperatures and coolant temperature are held at 85 °C and the dew points are held at
80 °C. The anode and cathode pressures are held at 0 bar(g) and the coolant pressure is
held at 0.5 bar(g). The cathode stoichiometry is swept similarly, from 3 while the anode
stoichiometry is held at 2.

4.5

Results of reference measurements

Figure 4.1 shows a polarization curve performed on the first stack supplied to VTT at 75 and
85 °C stack temperature.

Figure 4.1. Polarization curve.

